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Materials: 
 crochet hook  (a US G or H is nice or what you have on hand) 
 yarn (4 ply or whatever you have.) that will yield the desired size square you want. 

 
Instructions: 
Round 1: magic ring, ch up 3 (first dc made), 2 dc, ch 2, *3 dc (dc cluster), ch 2.  Repeat from * 2 more times 
slip to first st 
 
Round 2: ch 1, skip 1, dc 7 times in back loop of center stitch in cluster, ch 1, skip 1, slip around ch 2, *ch 1, skip 
1, dc 7 times in back loop of center stitch in cluster, ch 1, skip 1, slip around ch 2, repeat from * 2 more times. 
 
Round 3: ch up 3 (first trbl made), ch 2 more, skip 3 stitches and in back loop of fourth stitch, dc 3 ch 3 dc 3, 
skip 3 stitches, 1 trbl in ch 1, ch 2.  *Skip 3 stitches and in back loop of fourth stitch, dc 3 ch 3 dc 3, skip 3 
stitches, 1 trbl in ch 1, ch 2. Repeat 2 times from * then slip to first trbl.  Finish off.  Change color, if desired. 
 
Round 4: :In ch 2 space; ch up 2 ( 1st dc made) 2 dc, * skip dc cluster, make 1 dc cluster between each  of the 
clusters of the previous row.  Then in next ch 2 space; 1 dc cluster, ch 2, 1 dc cluster.  Repeat from * 2 more 
times and then to complete first corner;  1 dc cluster ch 2 and slip to join to fist dc.  (There are 2 clusters on 
each side between corners on the is round.) 
 
Rounds 5 and 6: See round 4.  Rounds 5 & 6 are a growing repetition of round 4.    There will be 3 and then 4 
clusters between the corner clusters respectively.  Finish off and weave in yarn ends at completion of round 6.  
 
 
 
 


